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Abstract

This paper discusses the formation mechanisms of infrared radiation in H2O ro-vibrational bands in the mesosphere and lower ther-
mosphere (MLT). At these heights and above, the vibrational levels of the molecules involved in radiative transitions are not in local
thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) with the surrounding medium, and the biggest uncertainty source in modeling the IR radiation in
molecular bands is associated with the corresponding vibrational kinetics model parameters. In this study, we re-analyze available exper-
imental data of Barnes et al. (2004) and Zittel and Masturzo (1991) and update the rate constant of V–V exchange (k) corresponding to
the second vibrational number v2 increase by two and the first (or the third) quantum number decrease by one. The estimated values of k

for quenching by N2 and O2 are 1.7 � 10�12 and 1.3 � 10�12 cm3 s�1, respectively. These values are about four times larger than the val-
ues used in all earlier models of non-LTE populations of vibrational levels and IR radiation in ro-vibrational bands of H2O. We state
that using the same k for all processes of vibrational–vibrational energy exchange does not correspond to laboratory experiments and can
lead to offsets both in calculating the vibrational level populations and in H2O concentration retrievals from IR spectral radiance. We
provide the estimates of these offsets as well as a list of spectral microwindows, in which H2O radiance is sensitive to uncertainty of k.
� 2014 COSPAR. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In the middle atmosphere of Earth, water vapor plays
one of the key roles by influencing the composition and
energy budget of this region: the absorption of solar short-
wave radiation in H2O bands gives rise to chemically active
constituents, such as OH, O(1D), H2, and H, and their sub-
sequent recombination results in atmospheric heating.
Radiative cooling occurs mainly in the H2O rotational
band and its magnitude is small compared to that of CO2
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.asr.2014.12.002
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and O3 vibrational bands, but the water vapor controls
the concentration of ozone in the mesosphere and lower
thermosphere (MLT), affecting the energetics of this part
of the atmosphere. Water vapor is also a necessary compo-
nent for the formation of polar mesospheric ice clouds
(PMCs), a phenomenon associated with extremely low
temperatures in the summer mesopause, which is believed
to be an early warning system for climate changes.

Understanding the mechanisms of the H2O radiance for-
mation in ro-vibrational bands is important (a) to interpret
the observations of the infrared (IR) atmospheric emissions
of the Earth and (b) to estimate the energetic effects associ-
ated with water vapor. Due to rapid development of
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advanced instrumentation, long-term series of the H2O
radiance in the 1.4–6.3 lm become available. The main
method of H2O concentration retrieval in the MLT is the
inversion of 6.3 lm band radiance measured in limb geom-
etry. The interpretation of this radiance is linked with the
estimation of the H2O(m2) level populations, which
are not in local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) with
the surrounding medium above �50 km altitude where
the frequency of inelastic molecular collisions is not suffi-
cient to dominate other population/depopulation mecha-
nisms of the molecular vibrational levels (see Section 2
for more details). The populations of higher vibrational
levels, the transitions from which form 1.4, 1.9, 2.7, 3.2,
and 4.7 lm bands are not in LTE even at lower heights.

Modeling the IR radiation in ro-vibrational H2O bands
at the altitudes where the LTE assumption is not valid
(non-LTE modeling) is a complicated task since the vibra-
tional level populations at any given height depend on the
radiation coming from the other atmospheric layers while
the radiative transfer depends on the distribution of vibra-
tional level populations in the atmospheric column, so the
problem becomes non-local and non-linear. The methods
of solving the problems of this kind for planetary upper
atmospheres have been developed and tested on a number
of applications, and it has been shown that the biggest
uncertainty source is associated with that of the vibrational
kinetics model parameters for the molecule under consider-
ation (Feofilov et al., 2009, 2012; Funke et al., 2012). For
H2O, these are the processes of intramolecular vibra-
tional–vibrational (V–V) energy exchanges occurring at
the collisions with atmospheric molecules and atoms. Cur-
rently, the experimental data for these processes are avail-
able only for the transitions involving the lowest
vibrational levels. The higher the energy of the vibrational
level, the more speculative assumptions are used for esti-
mating the rate constants of collisional transitions from
these levels.

In this study, we describe the current status of the H2O
non-LTE models and the mechanisms of the IR radiation
formation in H2O bands (Section 2), update the value of
one of the V–V rate constants based on the analysis of cur-
rently available experimental data (Barnes et al., 2004), and
estimate the effect of the updated rate constant on the H2O
vibrational level populations and simulated atmospheric
radiation (Section 3). In Section 4, we discuss the uncer-
tainties of the H2O concentration retrieval associated with
this rate constant. Section 5 concludes the work.

2. Non-LTE model of H2O molecule
2.1. The basics of non-LTE

If the frequency of inelastic molecular collisions is high,
the populations of molecular vibrational levels are in local
thermodynamic equilibrium with thermal reservoir and
they follow the Boltzmann distribution with the local
kinetic temperature Tkin. However, for each vibrational
level in planetary atmospheres there is a height (or pres-
sure) where other processes start influencing its population,
so one has to consider them in the model. In general, the set
of processes consists of: (a) the direct absorption of solar
radiance; (b) absorption of the IR radiance coming from
the warmer and denser lower atmosphere; (c) vibrational–
translational (V–T) energy exchanges by collisions with
molecules and atoms of other atmospheric constituents;
(d) collisional vibrational–vibrational (V–V) energy
exchange with other molecules; (e) chemical and photo-
chemical excitation. Some of them, namely, (a), (b), and
(e) are non-local in a sense that the excitation source or
sink is external for a given atmospheric volume. In addi-
tion, a local process (d) can transfer excitation from the
level pumped by non-local processes. If the non-local pro-
cesses become noticeable w.r.t. the local ones, the LTE
assumption is no longer valid, and the populations must
be found at each height by solving the self-consistent sys-
tem of kinetic equations and a radiative transfer equation
expressing the balance relations between processes (a)–
(d). The resulting vibrational level populations can be con-
veniently represented in the form of vibrational tempera-
tures that give an insight into the pumping and
quenching mechanisms for a given level. The vibrational
temperatures Tvib describe the excitation degree of the level
l against the ground level 0:

nl

n0

¼ gl

g0

� e�ðEl�E0Þ=kT vib ð1Þ

where nl, gl, El and n0, g0, E0 are populations, statistical
weights, and energies of the level l and the ground level,
respectively. If Tvib = Tkin the level is in LTE. If Tvib > Tkin

then the net pumping of the level is larger than that under
LTE conditions. Similarly, if Tvib < Tkin, the level is popu-
lated less efficiently and/or depopulated faster than at LTE.

2.2. The non-LTE model of H2O

In general, the non-LTE model of an arbitrary molecule
consists of a set of vibrational levels, each with a subset of
rotational levels, a set of optical transitions, a set of colli-
sional rate constants for processes (c) and (d) in Section
2.1, and a set of chemical and photochemical reactions
(e). For practical applications, there is a tradeoff between
the number of levels involved in the non-LTE problem
and the speed of the calculations. One has to keep in mind
that adding more levels does not necessarily improve the
accuracy of the model since not all of them are involved
in energy exchange processes. A rule of thumb is to include
solar-pumped levels and the levels below, which directly
participate in energy redistribution.

As for the non-LTE model of H2O, its complexity chan-
ged from 5-level one (Manuilova and Shved, 1985) through
a 7-level model of López-Puertas et al. (1995), a 14-level
model of (Manuilova et al., 2001; Feofilov et al., 2009),
and to a 25-level model of (Funke et al., 2012), which
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utilizes 21 levels of the main isotope molecule up to 050,
031, 130, 210 and 012 at 9000 cm–1; two lower levels of iso-
tope H2

18O and two lower levels of isotope H2
17O. For our

purposes, it is sufficient to use a 14-level model described
in (Feofilov et al., 2009), where it was coupled with the
kinetics model of O2/O3 photodissociation products (for
the latest updates, see also (Yankovsky and Babaev,
2011)). The diagram in Fig. 1 shows the ground and 13
excited vibrational levels of H2O molecule up to 7445 cm–1.
The levels are marked in accordance with the (v1, v2, v3)
vibrational quanta number where v1 stands for symmetric
stretch vibrations, v2 refers to covalent bond bending
mode, and v3 denotes asymmetric stretch mode. Below,
we provide only the details of the vibrational kinetic
scheme important for the present study. The main pro-
cesses of vibrational energy exchange in atmospheric H2O
are the following:

H2Oðv1; v2; v3Þ þO2ð0Þ $ H2Oðv1; v2 � 1; v3Þ þO2ð1Þ
ð2Þ

H2Oðv1; v2; v3Þ þM$ H2Oðv1 þ 1; v2; v3 � 1Þ þMÞ ð3Þ
H2Oðv1; v2; v3Þ þM$ H2Oðv1 � 1; v2; v3 þ 1Þ þM ð4Þ
H2Oðv1; v2; v3Þ þM$ H2Oðv1; v2 � 1; v3Þ þM ð5Þ
H2Oðv1; v2; v3Þ þM$ H2Oðv1 � 1; v2 þ 2; v3Þ þM ð6Þ
H2Oðv1; v2; v3Þ þM$ H2Oðv1; v2 þ 2; v3 � 1Þ þM ð7Þ

where M is N2, O2 or O. Process (2) describes fast quasi-
resonant transition between the v2-excited vibrational lev-
els of H2O and O2(v = 1) levels. Among these processes,
the most important inter-molecular V–V energy exchange
is the one between the first excited vibrational levels of
H2O (010) and O2(v = 1). Processes (3) and (4) are the fast-
est ones among the intra-molecular V–V exchanges for
(200, 101, 002); (120, 021); (110, 011) and (100, 001), which
are close in energy. Processes of type (5) are intra-molecular
V–V transitions (040–030), (030–020), (020–010), and V–T
transition (010–000), at which the second vibrational num-
Fig. 1. Vibrational level and main processes involved into the H2O non-
LTE model. Solid lines: optical transitions; dashed lines: V–V and V–T
energy exchange processes.
ber v2 decreases by one and the first and third quantum
numbers remain the same. Processes (6) and (7) are intra-
molecular V–V exchanges corresponding to the second
vibrational number v2 increase by two and the first or the
third quantum number decrease by one. In our set of vibra-
tional levels, the vibrational quanta number change in (6)
and (7) can be written as: (200–120), (101–021), (101–
120), (002–021); (120–040), (021–040); (110–030), (011–
030) and (001–020), (100–020).
2.3. Rate constant for V–V energy exchange of type (6) and

(7)

In this work, we focus on the processes (6) and (7). The
rate constants for these processes are known only for the
lowermost vibrationally excited states, namely, for transi-
tions (001, 100)! 020 (Finzi et al., 1977). In all previous
models of vibrational kinetics of H2O molecule
(Manuilova and Shved, 1985; López-Puertas et al., 1995;
Funke et al., 2012) as well as in our model (Manuilova
et al., 2001; Feofilov et al., 2009) it was supposed that rate
constants of all processes of type (6) and (7) are equal to
the rate constants for the lowermost vibrationally excited
states 001, 100 measured by Finzi et al. (1977). However,
proper attention was not paid to the work of Barnes
et al. (2004) who studied the collisional relaxation of
H2O molecules from the highly excited (004) and (400)
vibrational states in collisions with H2O, Ar, H2, N2, and
O2 at transitions 004! 023 and 400! 320 at 293 K. In
this experiment, the H2O(004) state was populated by
direct absorption of dye laser radiance tuned to 719 nm.
The splitting between (004) and (400) vibrational states is
just 2.6 cm–1 and fast reaction (3) leads to efficient redistri-
bution of pumping, so they can be considered as a quasi
“super-level”. The population of this level was observed
with the help of a frequency-quadrupled Nd: YAG laser,
which selectively photo-dissociated H2O (400, 004), and a
frequency-doubled dye laser, which observed the produced
OH(v = 0) via laser-induced fluorescence. The delay
between the pulses of the pumping, of the photolysis, and
of the probe lasers was varied to study the decay processes.
The rate constants for relaxation of H2O (400, 004),
obtained from these experiments, are:

kðN2Þ ¼ ð7:7� 1:5Þ � 10�12cm3 s�1 and kðO2Þ
¼ ð6:7� 1:4Þ � 10�12 cm3 s�1 ð8Þ

To rescale the rate constants for processes of type (6)
and (7) for the lower energy levels, Barnes et al. (2004) sup-
posed that the values of rate constants for relaxation by Ar
and H2O depend on the vibrational quantum number n,
which is equal to 4 for 004 or 400, 3 for 003, 300, and so
on, and on the energy discrepancy DE for processes (6)
and (7). Barnes et al. (2004) supposed that ln (kn/n) is
directly proportional to DE/hc and estimated the rate con-
stants for processes of type (6) and (7) for low energy levels
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by interpolating between their results and the experimental
data of Finzi et al. (1977) for transitions H2O (001,
100)! 020 in collisions with Ar and H2O.

The experiment of Barnes et al. (2004) was the first study
where the rate constants of relaxation of the high energy
vibrational levels were measured for collisions with N2 and
O2. However, the first experimental data on relaxation rate
constants for vibrational levels with energies higher than
that of 001 and 100 were presented by Zittel and Masturzo
(1991), who measured them for the H2O(011, 110)! 030
self-relaxation and collisions with Ar. For the latter, Zittel
and Masturzo (1991) estimated the upper limit of the rate
constant of this transition to be equal to (6.0 ± 0.2) �
10�13 cm3 s�1. In accordance with measurements of Finzi
et al. (1977) the rate constant of the (001, 100)! 020 transi-
tion at collisions with Ar is (1.4 ± 0.2) � 10�13 cm3 s�1. This
means that the ratio of the rate constant of the (011,
110)! 030 transition to that of the (001, 100)! 020 transi-
tion is more than 4. The results of Barnes et al. (2004) and
Zittel and Masturzo (1991) led us to the conclusion that
the rate of energy transfer from the symmetric and asymmet-
ric stretch modes m1 and m3 to the bending mode m2 (processes
6 and 7) increases with vibrational level energy.

Using the extrapolation method of Barnes et al. (2004),
we have estimated k, the rate constant of transitions
(002, 101)! 021 and (101, 200)! 120 to be k(Ar) = 6.9 �
10�13 cm3 s�1, k(N2) = 1.7 � 10�12 cm3 s�1, k(O2) = 1.3 �
10�12 cm3 s�1 for quenching by Ar, N2, and O2, respec-
tively. As one can see, using this approach leads to the
same estimates of the rate constant for quenching by Ar
as in Table IV in Barnes et al. (2004). However, the
estimates for quenching by N2 and O2 are about four times
larger than that measured by Finzi et al. (1977) for (001,
100)! 020 transitions. We have to note here that the
discrepancy between laboratory measurements, theoretical
estimates, and atmospheric retrievals of the same rate
coefficient is not new in atmospheric sciences: the most
important problem for the MLT is a quenching rate of
CO2(m2) levels for the collisions with atomic oxygen
(Feofilov et al., 2012 and references therein).

To estimate the maximal effect of the updated rate con-
stant k, we assumed that the rate constants for all processes
of type (6) and (7), except for the (001, 100)! 020 transi-
tion, are equal to k. For the latter, the measurements of
Finzi et al. (1977) were taken. The populations of vibra-
tional levels and spectra of limb radiation in ro-vibrational
H2O bands were calculated for typical atmospheric scenar-
ios and compared with those obtained for a “standard” set
of rate constants used in Feofilov et al. (2009).

3. Sensitivity of vibrational level populations to rate constant k

3.1. Numerical experiment

The details of non-LTE calculations for the H2O vibra-
tional level populations are described in Section 3.2 of
Feofilov et al. (2009). For this study, the calculations were
carried out with the help of the non-LTE research code
ALI-ARMS developed by Kutepov et al. (1998), Gusev
and Kutepov (2003), and Feofilov and Kutepov (2012).
As in the latter work, we have taken 5 typical atmospheric
scenarios (see their Table 1 and Figs. 5 and 6), from subarc-
tic summer to subarctic winter. Pressure/temperature pro-
files, O2, and N2 volume mixing ratio (VMR) profiles
were obtained from the MSIS-E-90 database (http://omni-
web.gsfc.nasa.gov/vitmo/msis_vitmo.html). Vertical distri-
butions of atomic oxygen VMR were obtained from the
SABER (Russell et al., 1999) V2.0 (http://saber.gatc-
Inc.com/) July averages for given locations and SZA val-
ues. The vertical distribution of H2O VMR was built using
July averages retrieved from all ACE-FTS measurements
(see Bernath et al. (2005)). The results are shown only for
the subarctic summer model, SAS, since its kinetic temper-
ature profile is characterized by a large (�75 K) tempera-
ture difference between the stratopause and the
mesopause, revealing more non-local effects in vibrational
level populations than for the other atmospheric models
(radiative transfer from warmer stratopause leads to a
stronger pumping of vibrational states in the cold meso-
sphere). The results obtained for other atmospheric models
are similar to that of SAS, but the magnitude of the effects
are somewhat smaller. Solar zenith angle of 46.5� corre-
sponds to local noon conditions at 70 N for the summer
solstice in the northern hemisphere.

3.2. H2O vibrational level populations

We have obtained the non-LTE H2O(v1, v2, v3) popula-
tions for all levels of the model at all altitudes from 0 to
150 km for two sets of rate constants: a “standard” one
and an “updated” one. For the sake of clarity, in Fig. 2a
the populations for an updated set are shown in the 40–
110 km interval. The populations are presented in the form
of vibrational temperatures (see Eq. (1)). As one can see,
the 010 level is in LTE below 70 km height. The population
of this level is more affected by absorption of atmospheric
radiation than by absorption of solar radiation in the
6.3 lm fundamental band and other bands. Pumping from
below moves the 010 out of LTE in the mesosphere, but
this effect is small compared to the LTE breakdown for
the uppermost levels in Fig. 1, which is due to direct
absorption of solar radiance in all bands, from 1.4 to
6.3 lm. The lower vibrational states are also pumped by
energy transferred from higher levels through chains of
V�V and V�T exchanges. As Fig. 2a shows, at the altitude
of 80–85 km, the vibrational temperatures of 020, 030, 040,
and 200 levels reach the values of 350, 430, 500, and 650 K,
respectively. We draw reader’s attention to the fact that
vibrational temperatures are used for convenience of repre-
sentation, but the ratio of simulated populations w.r.t.
LTE conditions is many orders of magnitude (for example,
substituting Tvib(020) from Fig. 2a to Eq. (1) gives �7e7
w.r.t. to the LTE population). Fig. 2b represents the
“updated vs standard” differences in vibrational tempera-
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Fig. 2. Sensitivity of vibrational level populations to changes in k. (a)
Vibrational temperatures for an “updated” set of rates; (b) “updated vs
standard” differences in vibrational temperatures. Both solid and dashed
lines in (a) and (b) are used for vibrational temperatures and their
differences, respectively. Different line styles are used for the sake of
visibility.

Fig. 3. Ratio of populations calculated with an updated set of rates to
populations calculated for standard ones. The figure complements Fig. 2b.
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tures. As one can see, the effects of k variation are
negligible for 100, 010, and 001 levels while some higher
vibrational states demonstrate high sensitivity to k.

It is interesting to note that above 80–85 km the Tvib cal-
culated for an “updated” rate constants exceed that for
“standard” ones for levels with bending mode quantum
number 2, 3 and 4. For 040, this excess reaches 45 K at
95 km. Meanwhile, for the other levels and even for levels
021, 120 below 85 km the Tvib calculated with updated rate
constants are smaller than the ones calculated for “stan-
dard” rate constants. For level 200, this difference reaches
40 K at 85 km (this corresponds to �3 time difference in
level’s population, see Fig. 3, which complements
Fig. 2b). The behavior of Tvib differences in Fig. 2b and
population ratio in Fig. 3 is explained by kinetic mecha-
nisms for the corresponding levels: stronger quenching of
the upper 3 levels in our model leads to decrease of their
populations, transferring more energy from these levels to
lower-lying 040 and 030, which demonstrate an increase
in population in the middle atmosphere. The 110 and 011
levels also act as donors to lower-lying levels while 021
and 120 work as donors below �90 km height and as
acceptors above this height. One has to note, however, that
the discussion of vibrational level population above 90 km
does not have much practical sense since the H2O VMR
decreases rapidly with height, and, in general, is less than
1 ppmv in this area. It is important to note that the ratio
of the 010 populations is close to a unit at all heights.
Fig. 4. Integrated limb radiances for 6.3 lm (700–2550 cm�1),
2.7 lm (2250–4400 cm�1), 1.9 lm (4400–6150 cm�1), and 1.4 lm
(6150–8200 cm�1) bands.
4. Sensitivity of the integrated and spectral limb radiance to

rate constant k

In addition to calculating the vibrational level popula-
tions, we have simulated limb radiation as if satellite
instruments had registered it with high and low spectral
resolution. The non-LTE populations calculated by
ALI-ARMS were used for monochromatic limb radiance
calculations for each limb-path which then were convolved
either with a narrow triangular or with a broadband rect-
angular instrumental function to simulate observations
by spectrometer or radiometer, respectively. For limb cal-
culations, we utilized a radiative transfer module of the
ALI-ARMS code validated against other limb calculations
in Feofilov et al. (2009). The total number of H2O spectral
lines involved in limb calculation is �17,000 with spectral
information coming from the HITRAN database
(Rothman et al., 2009). The calculations have been per-
formed for a set of vibrational level populations obtained
with a standard k and for the same set obtained with an
updated k. The results are compared in Figs. 4–6. As
expected, the peculiarities of the vibrational level popula-
tions can be traced in the integrated limb radiances for
the H2O ro-vibrational bands. Fig. 4 shows that the ratio
of integrated limb intensities calculated for an updated
set of rate constants to ones calculated for a standard set
is smaller than unit for 2.7, 1.9, 1.4 lm bands at all heights.
For 2.7 lm, the ratio becomes equal to �0.7 below 60 km.
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For 1.9 and 1.4 lm bands, the ratios decrease to 0.45 and
0.3, respectively, at �70 km height. The 6.3 lm band is
the least affected one, with the ratio slightly more than a
unit in the altitude range of 70–95 km reaching 1.03 at
85 km and equal to one at the other altitudes. A conclu-
sion, which can be made from this figure is that the rate
coefficient under consideration will not affect the estimates
of the energetics of the MLT area and will not affect the
H2O VMR retrievals from the 6.3 lm channel of broad-
band radiometers like SABER/TIMED (Russell et al.,
1999). It is obvious, though, that the retrievals in the other
bands will be significantly affected. To study the effects of k

change on the spectrally resolved radiance, we have built
joint multi-panel plots, which demonstrate several aspects
of calculated limb radiances.

Figs. 5 and 6 present the spectral characteristics of limb
radiance at 90 and 50 km height, respectively, and consist
of 16 panels each. The columns from left to right refer to
6.3, 2.7, 1.9, and 1.4 lm bands. An altitude of 50 km has
been chosen as a lower limit since it is an approximate
height of LTE breakdown for H2O(m2)-levels (Fig. 2) while
the upper limit of 90 km is defined by H2O abundance in
Earth’s atmosphere. We have to note here that the results
in Figs. 5 and 6 will depend on the instrumental function
halfwidth, and the narrower the function, the stronger
the variation in differences and ratios, so for demonstration
purposes the monochromatic line intensities for these plots
have been convolved with 10 cm�1 triangular instrumental
function. The upper row shows spectral limb radiances in
the absolute units, calculated for an updated k. The second
row from the top gives an insight on the contributions of
different transitions to the spectrum. In the next row, the
differences between spectral radiances calculated for an
updated and standard sets of rate constants have been built
in absolute units.
Fig. 5. Sensitivity of simulated limb spectra to k in 6.3, 2.7, 1.9, and 1.4 lm ban
rate coefficients; second row: contribution of three most important transition
calculated for an updated and standard sets of rates; bottom row: ratio of lim
Finally, the bottom panel shows the ratio of radiances
estimated at the wavelengths where the radiance is greater
than 1% of the maximal value of the corresponding band.
The latter filtering is necessary to get rid of non-informa-
tive weak lines, which will mask the effects in stronger lines
by “zero divided by zero”-like patterns. It is obvious from
the upper rows of Figs. 5 and 6 that the intensities of radi-
ances in 2.7, 1.9 and 1.4 lm bands are stronger w.r.t. that
of 6.3 lm band at 90 km than at 50 km. This is explained
by differences in pumping mechanisms for the correspond-
ing upper vibrational levels during daytime: the H2O(m2)
levels are pumped by radiance coming from below while
the levels responsible for the formation of radiance in
2.7, 1.9, and 1.4 lm bands, namely, (001;100), (011 and
021), and 101, respectively, are pumped by solar radiance
coming from the top of the atmosphere.

It is interesting to trace the behavior of the main con-
tributors to the considered H2O ro-vibrational bands at
50 and 90 km heights (compare the second rows of Figs. 5
and 6). For 6.3 lm band at 50 km, the contribution of the
020! 010 transition is negligible in comparison with that
of the fundamental band, while at 90 km two hot bands,
020! 010 and 030! 020 should be taken into account.
For 2.7 lm band, the contributions of the 001! 000 and
100! 000 transitions are much stronger at 90 km than at
50 km because of the quenching effects differences: at
higher altitudes, the collisions are less frequent, and the
vibrational quantum has more time to be emitted rather
than quenched. This can be seen in the (001;100) Tvib

behavior in Fig. 2: at 50 km they are close to Tkin while
at 90 km they are warmer than Tkin by 250 and 275 K,
respectively. For 1.9 and 1.4 lm bands, the contributions
almost do not change with height that is explained both
by the corresponding Tvib values and by the limb observa-
tion geometry where the upper layers contribute to signal
ds at 90 km. Upper row: limb radiance in absolute values for updated set of
s to a given band radiance; third row: difference between limb radiation
b radiation calculated for an updated and standard set of rates.



Fig. 6. Sensitivity of simulated limb spectra to k in 6.3, 2.7, 1.9, and 1.4 lm bands at 50 km. See the panel description of Fig. 5.
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observed for lower tangent heights: the effect is created by a
convolution of strongly solar-pumped levels in the upper
atmospheric layers with the H2O concentration, which
decreases with height.

The third row in Figs. 5 and 6 provides an insight of
solar energy redistribution within the system of H2O vibra-
tional levels. The mechanisms and qualitative effects are the
same for all of the heights under consideration: stronger
quenching of the solar-pumped levels leads to a decrease
in their populations (Fig. 2) and to an increase of the pop-
ulation of lower energy levels. The net effect is that the radi-
ance in 2.7, 1.9, and 1.4 lm bands becomes smaller while
the 6.3 lm radiance increases. In absolute values, the effects
are comparable in magnitude in all bands, but the relative
importance of the change, shown in the bottom rows is dif-
ferent: the 1.9 and 1.4 lm bands experience strong changes
with up to 70% decrease in intensity at 50 km height while
the 2.7 lm band radiance shows larger absolute, but smal-
ler relative changes than these two bands. The sensitivity of
the 6.3 lm band radiance to k changes is almost negligible
at 50 km and is up to 20% at 90 km height, that is explained
by the behavior of the contributors’ Tvib (see Fig. 2 and the
second rows in Figs. 5 and 6).

5. Retrieval uncertainties: safe and unsafe microwindows

The last paragraph of Section 4 and the analysis of
Fig. 4 and the bottom rows of Figs. 5 and 6 lead to the fol-
lowing statements important for the satellite remote sens-
ing. The uncertainties and changes in k: (a) do not affect
the H2O retrievals from broadband 6.3 lm emissions
detected by space-borne radiometers like SABER/TIMED;
(b) do affect the retrievals from broadband measurements
in 2.7, 1.9, and 1.4 lm bands; (c) may affect the retrievals
from spectrally resolved signals in all considered bands if
the spectral points for analysis (so-called “microwindows”)
are picked up without referring to sensitivity plots shown in
bottom rows of Figs. 5 and 6. While the (a) and (b) state-
ments are self-evident and do not require further com-
ments, the third statement needs more explanations in
regard to its applicability to signals from space-borne spec-
trometers like, e.g. MIPAS onboard the Envisat (Milz
et al., 2005).

To address these issues, we introduced a concept of
“safe” and “unsafe” microwindows. The idea is to identify
microwindows used for the retrievals in such a way that the
uncertainty of the retrieval caused by uncertainties in k is
minimal. To do so, we have convolved the monochromatic
limb radiance calculated for an updated and standard k

with 2 cm�1 wide rectangular instrumental function for
the microwindows centered 2 cm�1 apart of each other.
The resulting spectra were analyzed for relative changes
and the results are presented in Fig. 7. The color in
Fig. 7 marks the “quality” of the microwindow, regardless
of the sign of the change: if the radiance calculated for an
updated k is 1.5 times larger or 1.5 times smaller than that
calculated for a standard k, the line is marked with color
corresponding to 50% change. As one can see, the whole
6.3 lm band is safe except for few points at 80 km height
while the 2.7, 1.9, and 1.4 lm bands have a large number
of unsafe microwindows, and some of them demonstrate
changes exceeding 100% for the 1.4 lm band. The number
of unsafe windows for the latter 3 bands decreases with
height since the quenching becomes less efficient. For the
6.3 lm, the altitude of maximal effect is �80 km, that is
explained by an efficient quenching of the main contribut-
ing level, 010, below �75 km height leading to LTE (Fig. 2)
and rapid decrease of vibrational population of this level
from the upper ones above 90 km height due to aforemen-
tioned decrease of quenching.

We have tested the microwindows used for the H2O
VMR retrievals in MIPAS experiment (see Table 1 of
Milz et al. (2005) and Table A of von Clarmann et al.
(2009)) and have found that their microwindows are safe



Fig. 7. Safe and unsafe microwindows for 50, 60, 70, 80 and 90 km:
vertical lines mark the positions of strong spectral lines in the spectrum at
different heights, line color denotes a relative change in spectral radiance
(positive and negative changes of the same magnitude are marked by the
same color, see the third rows of Figs. 5 and 6 for more details). (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
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at all heights. However, as follows from the Table 1 of
(López-Puertas et al., 2005), the MIPAS spectral ranges
(B) 1215–1500 cm–1 and (C) 1570–1750 cm–1 contain a
number of unsafe microwindows, for which the change in
calculated radiance is �20–25% because of the hot transi-
tions 020! 010 and 030! 020 contributing to the spectra.
Most probably, this has a negligible effect on the H2O
VMR since MIPAS retrievals do not reach the altitudes
marked as unsafe in Fig. 7, but this might become an issue
for the future spectral instruments aimed at the MLT. The
total list of safe and unsafe microwindows, composed from
the worst column values in 50–90 km altitude region is
available for download in the supplementary materials
for the article.

6. Conclusions

We have studied the sensitivity of the H2O vibrational
level populations and the atmospheric spectral and inte-
grated limb radiances for 6.3, 2.7, 1.9, and 1.4 lm bands
in the MLT to the rate constant of intra-molecular V–V
exchanges at which the second vibrational number m2

increases by two and the first or the third quantum number
decreases by one. It has been found that current uncer-
tainty of this rate coefficient affects several aspects of the
non-LTE problem for H2O in the MLT. Below we list
the most important findings of this study.

1. The sensitivity of some vibrational levels to the rate con-
stant under consideration (k) is quite high: the difference
between Tvib calculated for updated and standard rate
constants reaches 40–45 K for the upper vibrational lev-
els (corresponds to 3–5 times change in level’s popula-
tion). Above 80–85 km, the Tvib calculated for updated
k exceed that calculated for a standard k for levels with
bending mode quantum number 2, 3 and 4. For 040, this
excess reaches 45 K at 95 km (�5 times change in popu-
lation). For the other levels and even for levels 021, 120
below 85 km, the Tvib calculated for updated k are smal-
ler than the ones calculated for standard k. For 200, this
difference reaches 40 K at 85 km (�3 times change in
population). The behavior of Tvib differences is
explained by kinetic mechanisms for the corresponding
levels: stronger quenching of the upper 3 levels in our
model leads to decrease of their populations, transfer-
ring more energy from these levels to lower-lying 040
and 030, which demonstrate an increase in population
in the middle atmosphere. The 110 and 011 levels also
act as donors to lower-lying levels while 021 and 120
work as donors below �85 km height and as acceptors
above this height.

2. The changes in k do not affect the estimates of the ener-
getics of the MLT area. For the 6.3 lm band, the ratio
of integrated limb intensities calculated for an updated
k to ones calculated for a standard k is just slightly
greater than a unit in the altitude range of 70–95 km
reaching 1.03 at 85 km and equal to one at the other alti-
tudes. However, for the 2.7, 1.9, 1.4 lm bands, the rate
constants change leads to 30–70% decrease of the band
limb radiances below 60–75 km.

3. The stronger quenching of the solar-pumped levels at
new k leads to a decrease in their populations and to
an increase of the population of lower energy levels.
The net effect is that the spectral radiance in 2.7, 1.9,
and 1.4 lm bands becomes smaller while the 6.3 lm
radiance slightly increases. The ratio of spectral limb
intensities calculated for updated and standard k

depends on the band and on the height of LTE assump-
tion breakdown. The strongest effect in simulated radi-
ance was observed for 1.4 lm band at 50 km height.

4. The uncertainty in k value can contribute to H2O retrie-
val uncertainties. As we estimated, this does not affect
[H2O] retrievals either from infrared radiation measured
by limb scanning broadband infrared radiometer
SABER or from MIPAS observations (Milz et al.,
2005; von Clarmann et al., 2009). However, for the spec-
trally resolved H2O bands, there are microwindows,
which demonstrate significant changes in calculated
intensity. Even for 6.3 lm band, some spectral radiances
at 80 km change by more than 20–25% because of the
hot transitions 020! 010 and 030! 020 contributing
to the spectra. In 50–90 km altitude region, this change
reaches 50% for 2.7 lm band, 75% for 1.9 lm band, and
more than 100% for 1.4 lm band radiances. The total
list of “safe” and “unsafe” microwindows, composed
from the worst column values in 50–90 km altitude
region is available for download in the supplementary
materials for the article.

We conclude that an understanding of the nonequilibri-
um radiation in IR ro-vibrational H2O bands cannot be
complete without knowing the values of rate constants of
main processes of H2O vibrational relaxation (1–6). The
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present study is based on the works of Zittel and Masturzo
(1991) and Barnes et al. (2004) who showed that the rate
coefficients of (6) and (7) strongly depend on the energy
of the upper vibrational level. Therefore, using a single k

for all reactions of type (6) and (7) is fundamentally wrong.
We have shown that currently accepted practice of using
the same k for all processes of type (6) and (7) can lead
to errors both in calculating the vibrational level popula-
tions and in H2O concentration retrievals from the IR spec-
tral radiance in the MLT.

Appendix A. Supplementary data

Supplementary data associated with this article can be
found, in the online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/
j.asr.2014.12.002.
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